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1. INTRODUCTION 
Coupled partial differential equations appear in many physical problems uch as magnetohydro- 
dynamic flows [1], heat diffusion [2], mechanics [3], medicine [4-7], geomechanics [8], and many 
others. Uncoupling techniques are treated in [9] but they have a limited applicability as it has 
been shown in [10]. Discrete methods are widely used [11-13] but they are not appropriated to 
study properties of the solution and may present numerical instability. 
Between the analytic methods, those based on the use of Fourier transforms have proved their 
efficiency [14,15]. Coupled systems of the type 
Cut(x,t)-A2uxx(x,t)=O, x>0,  t>0,  (1) 
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where C, A are matrices in C "xr  and u(x, t) is an r-dimensional vector, appear in geomechanics [8], 
in the study of the Hodgkin-Huxley nerve conduction problems [4,16], in the study of sudden 
cardiac death as a consequence of ventricular fibrillation [6,7], or in the ignition of a single 
component nonreacting gas in a closed cylindrical vessel with conservation of mass [3]. If C is an 
invertible matrix, problems modeled by (1) together with conditions 
u(z,  0) = 0, 0 < x < (2) 
u(0, t) = B, t > 0, (3) 
have been treated in [15]. Implicit or singular systems coming out when C is a singular matrix 
have been treated in [17] for the case where the space variable is bounded. Using the algebraic- 
differential approach, numerical solutions can be obtained, see [3]. 
This paper deals with the study of problem (1)-(3) for the case where C is a singular matrix. 
Existence conditions and an analytic losed form solution of the problem are presented in Section 
2. Analytic-numerical solutions with a priori error bounds in domains of the type D(xo, to) = 
{(x,t); 0 < x < x0, t > to > 0} are constructed in Section 3. An algorithm including a 
Mathematica code and an illustrative xample are given in Section 4. 
Throughout this paper, the set of all eigenvalues of a matrix D E C m×m is denoted by a(D). 
If S E C re×n, we denote by S v E C n×m any matrix such that SSGS = S and we call S G the 
generalized inverse or pseudoinverse of S [18]. If C is a complex square matrix, the index of C, 
denoted by Ind(C) is the smallest positive integer j such that Ker(CJ) = Ker(CJ+l); its Drazin 
inverse is denoted by C n. We recall that an efficient numerical algorithm for computing Ind(C) 
as well as C D has been recently given in [19]. An account of the uses, properties, and applications 
of the Drazin inverse may be found in [20]. A matrix C E C m×m is called positive stable if the 
real part of all the eigenvalues of C is strictly positive. If log denotes the principal branch of 
the logarithm, then g(z) = v/~ = e (1/2) log(z) is an holomorphic function in the domain Do = 
C ~ {x, x real x _< 0}, see [21, p. 72]. The image through the matrix Riesz-Dunford functional 
calculus of the function v/~ acting on the matrix C will be denoted by v~,  see [22, Chapter VIII. 
Throughout this paper, IICI] denotes the 2-norm of the matrix C, see [23, p. 56]. 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation we recall some important results that will be used 
+oo below. If A E C rxr and f (z)  = ~=0 CnZn for all z in a disc containing a(A), then by [23, 
p. 556] one gets 
If a(A) -- max{Re(z), z E 
q 
- E cnA~ < __ r  max Aq+lf(q+l)(As) . f (A)  
n=0 - (q+ 1)! 0< <1 
a(A)}, then by [23, p. 556] it follows that 
r - i  (tiiAitv~)n 
Ilea'll <- ea(A)t E n! ' t ~__ O. 
n~O 
If A(t) E C r×q is a matrix 
the sine Fourier transform 
~0 +c~ Fs(w) = A(t) sin(wt) dt, w > O, 
and it is easy to show that 
~s [A"] = wA(O) - w2$'s [A]. 
The scalar inversion formula for the sine Fourier transform, see [24,25], yields 
A(t) = _2 f+~o F~ (w) sin(wt) dw. 
7f do 
(4) 
(5) 
valued function such that IiA(t)I ] is integrable in R + = [0, +oo[, then 
of A(t) is defined as the function $'s[A], where 5Cs[A] : R + --* E r×q 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
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Finally, if A is a positive stable matrix, by [15] it is easy to show that 
/o e -at2 dt = --f- 
2. EXACT SOLUTION 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) Let A be a positive stable matrix in C rx~, x >_ 0, t > 0. Then 
fo +°° I V~ [~o x e(-s2A-1)/4t ] e_w~At sin(WX)w dw = ~ ds x/A -1. 
(ii) I rA  G crXrsuch that Re(z) > 0 for a11 z E a(A) ~ {0}, one gets 
1 x e_s~(A~)O/4t ds I (AD)  D + -~ . 
2 o 
449 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
PROOF.  
(i) As  expression (9), by [15] it is easy to show (i0). 
(ii) F rom the canonical representation for A and A D [20, Theorem 7.2.1, p. 122], if Ind(A) = 
k > 0, there exist a nonsingular matrix P, a nonsingular matrix C, and a nilpotent 
matr ix N of index k such that 
A:P[Co O]p-1, AD=P[Co -1 ~]p-1 
(AD) D _p  [~ 00] p-1 and I -AA D =P [0 01] p_,. 
Then,  
/£+ ~ sin(wx) e -w2ADt dw w [ 100] o °° -w~P P-it sin(wx) = e 0 dw w 
e -w2C-h dw 0 
_p  w p -1  
- -  fo +°° sin(wx) 0 I dw w 
0 
= p e(-s:c)/4t ds ~ 0 p -  + p p -1  
0 0 0 2 1 
Oo] E ool Eo0 e (-82C)/4t ds v~ p -1  7r p = 1_ p p -1p  + 2 0 0 2 ~] p-1 
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[0 [0 o0] 2 e(-S2)/4tp p - lds  p C p -1  + p p -1  
= -  o 
= !2 e--s2(AD)O/4td 8 (AD) D+-~ . 
By application of the sine Fourier transform to (1) one gets 
C~=8 [ut] - A2~=8 [uxx] = 0. 
Let us denote U(t) = ~'8[u(.,t)]. By (3) and (7), it follows that 
A2~8[ux~](w) = A 2 (wu(O, t) - w~U(t)) = A 2 (wB - w2U(t)) . 
As we are transforming respect o the variable x, we can write 
/Y /o C.T.[ut](w) = C ut(x,t)s in(wx) dx = C ° +o~ Ot u(x, t) sin(wx) dx 
=cd-  c! dt s[ul(w) = dt U(t)(w). 
| 
By transforming condition (2), one gets 9rs[u(.,0)] = U(0) = 0. Hence, problem (1)-(3) is 
transformed into the problem 
c-~d U(t) - wA2(B - wU(t)) = 0, U(0) = 0, t _> 0, (12) 
where w > 0 is a fixed parameter. With the change of variable 
V(t) = wU(t) - B, (13) 
problem (12) is transformed into 
d V(t) + w2A2V(t) = O, V(O) = -B ,  t >_ O. (14) C 
If there exists A c C such that AC + A 2 is invertible, then Aw2C + w2A 2 = w2(AC + A 2) is 
invertible and problem (14) is tractable. From [20, p. 175], if B is a consistent initial vector 
of (14), i.e., B E Im(CCD), the solution of the singular problem (14) is 
V(t) = -e-W~O°AtB, 
where C = (AC + A2)-1C, .4 = (AC + A2)-IA 2 = I - AC, ~D the Drazin inverse of C, and 
Im(CC D) is the image of 0C  D. Thus, using (13), we obtain 
U(t) = ( I  - e -w2oDA*) B (15) 
W" 
REMARK 2. Note that B is a consistent initial vector of (14), i.e., B 6 Im (~V)  means that 
the linear system ~D = B has a solution. But, from [18, Theorem 2.3.2, p. 24], it occurs if and 
only if (ccD)aB = B where (~D)a  is a generalized inverse of ~D.  On the other hand, from 
the canonical representation for C and ~D [20, Theorem 7.2.1, p. 122], if Ind(C) = k > 0, there 
exist a nonsingular matrix P, a nonsingular matrix H, and a nilpotent matrix N of index k such 
that 
C= P [ 0 H N]P  -1, OD-~ m [Ho -1 00] P-1. (16) 
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Using this fact, it is easy to see that  (OcD)  2 ---- Od  D and consequently (cOD) a = CO D. Then, 
the condition that B is a consistent initial vector of (14) is equivalent to 
(z -dd  D) B = o. (17) 
Now, let us apply the inverse transform in (15) to obtain the candidate solution of problem 
(1)-(3). So, from (8),(15) one gets 
= = - I - e_W2OuAt _B sin(wx) dw 
7r w 
% J 
/7 ] 2 sin(wx) dwI - sin(wx) dw B. 
7r w w 
(18) 
Let us study separately both integrals in (18). 
• With the change of variable wx = v, 
f0 +°° sin(wx) 
w 
f0 +°~ sin(v) 7r 
- -  dw = dv  = - .  
v 2 (19) 
• From (16), we obtain that 
dDf i ,=OD( I _A~)=p[H- to  AI ~]p - t .  (20) 
Let M be the block matrix 
M=P[  (H-1-M)-IO ~]p-1  
and 
Then, if Re(z) > 0 for all z c or(M) ~ {0}, from (11), one gets 
fo °° sin(wx) e -w2MDt dw = 
w 
(/o 1 e -s2(MD)z)/4t ds + -~ 2 
(21) 
and using that 
MMD = P 0 
expression (21) is transformed into 
= d'O ~, 
fo +~ e_w=dDAt sin(wx) dw 
w 
=1 7r x l 
(22) 
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REMARK 3. If # E C, # # A such that #C + A 2 is invertible (i.e., the problem (14) is tractable 
using #), from the theory of resolution of first-order singular ODEs [20, Theorem 9.2.2, p. 174], 
C~ A,, that is, CDA is independent of A. 
On the other hand, it is interesting to observe that the condition Re(z) > 0 for all z E a(M) 
{0} is equivalent to Re(z) > 0 for all z E a(CDA) ~ {0} using the spectral mapping theorem [22, 
p. 569]. 
Using (17), by (18), (19), and (22) it follows that 
u(x,t)=-Tr2 [2I-~l ~f~ (fo ~e_s2(~oA)o/4tds) i(~D~)D_ 2 ( I _~,~D)]  B 
_ 1 B ,  
and taking into account he change of variable s/2v~ = v, for t > 0, one gets 
(23) 
Let us show that the candidate (23) is, in fact, the solution of (1)-(3). Then, using [24, p. 65] 
and [26, Theorem 8.11.2, p. 174], we can derivate with respect o x, and 
1 e_(x2/4t)(&D.~)oi(~D~)D Ux(X,t)- B, 
and with respect o t, 
X e_(X~/4t)(~DA)DI(~D~)D 
ut(x, t) = 2t3/2v ~ B. 
Then, u(0, t) = B and 
Cut(x, t) - A2uxz(x, t)
Taking into account he definition of .4 and C, and their properties derived from the theorem of 
canonical representation, (16),(20), it follows that 
C=(AC+A 2) C, A 2= (AC+A 2) A, (H -1 -A I )  - I=H( I -AH)  -1, 
j t=I_AO=P[ IoAH 0 ] I -AN p-a, 
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:,~+~,~([o ~ ]-[~0 00])~ i(~o~)o 
:¢~+~)~[0 ° o1~ ~i~[~-,o~,~ -100]~, 
i [°0°] [(~1 ~, ~ 00]~ 1=0 =(~C+A2) P N~ o 
and consequently, Cut(x, t) - A2uxx(x, t) = O. Hence, 
- f B, t > O, 
~(x,t)= -~ ~o (24) 
0, t = 0, 
is a solution of (1)-(3). It is interesting to study the continuity of u(x,t) given by (24) in order 
to provide real solutions in physical models. Let us consider this study in three cases. 
1. x >_ 0, t > 0. In this case, the continuity is clear. 
2. x > 0, t --+ 0 +. Recalling that Re(z) > 0 for all z E o'(CD2~) ,-~ {0} and using (9) and (17), 
it follows that 
• ( 
lim u(x,t) I 2 lira e-'~(5*~A) *  dv CDA D 
t "-'*0+ "~ t -"*0+ dO 
2 ( 1 ~ 0  x /2x /Te-v2(H-1-A l ) - ldv l im P 0 ] p -1  
= I - -~  t-,o+ ~/2,,,7 ' 
o , f  ~v 
JO 
o0] 
2 lim P e -v2(H-~-'~l)-~ dv (H -1 - )~I) -1 
= I-- --~ t-*O+ JO 0 
[ 2 [v~/H- I_ )~I~/ (H- I _ )~I ) - I  OJp_l JB 
= I - - -~P  T 0 0 
[ ,~[~ ~1~1]o 
_- [ , -~o]B_ -0  
Hence, 
lira u(x,t) = O. 
t-.O + 
3. x --~ 0 +, t --~ 0 +. It is enough to take t = x to obtain that 
x-~o+lim u(x,t)= x-.o+lim u(x, t ) [ I -  --~2 (~OX/¥/2e-V2(dDft)Ddv)i(vDfi)D 1 B = B, 
and consequently, u(x, t) is not continuous at (0, 0). 
THEOREM 4. Let us suppose that there exists A E C such that AC + A 2 is invertible. Let 
---- ()~C q- A2) - IC ,  f~ ~- I - ~C,  C 0 be the Drazin inverse of C. Let B be a consistent initial 
vector of the tractable singular problem (14) and Re(z) > 0 for all z E a(cD ft) ~ {0}. Then, 
a solution of problem (1)-(3) is given by (24), defined in [0,+oo[x[0,+oo[ and continuous in 
]o, +~[×]o, +~[. 
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3. NUMERICAL-ANALYT ICAL  SOLUTION 
The computation of the integral that appears in (24) is not an easy task (see [27]). This 
motivates the following question: given an admissible rror e > 0, how truncate Taylor series 
expansion of the exponential in order to provide an approximate solution of (1)-(3) which error 
is uniformly bounded in a predefined region? 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation, let us define M = (~D~)D. Let to,xo > 0, 
D(xo,to) = {(x,t); 0 < x < x0, t >_ to > 0} and let e > 0 be an admissible rror. Let us define 
~(x, t) = { I -  -~  k! dv B, t > O, 
k=0 
0, t = 0, 
(25) 
where the exponential expression under the integral in (24) has been replaced by its truncated 
Taylor series of order q. Our goal here is to determine q such that Ilu(x,t) - Uq(X,t)l I < e, 
uniformly for all (x, t) E D(xo, to). 
Given to, Xo > 0, let us consider the region D(xo, to), 0 < s < 1, 0 < v < (Xo/2v/t-o), and 
2 dv I l u (x , t )  - Uq(X , t ) l i  <~ -~ e- '=M -- ~-'~ k! " 
k=0 
Using (4), 
2 r v/--~ B fo z/2v7 
I l i~(x , t ) -  Uq(X,t)[[ <_ v~ (q + 1)! 
-< v ~ (q-71)! v~B Jo 
max ( -v2M)  q+l e -sv2M dv 
0<s<l  
( -v2M)  q+l m<l<sax<l e-sv2M dr. 
(26) 
On the other hand, by (5), it follows that 
r -1  e_sv~M (sv211Mllv/7) " 
max <- e~V2~(-M) E n! 
0<s<l  
n=0 
r -1  
< eSV2~(-M) E ((x~/4to)IIMIIv"7) n 
- -  n! 
n=0 
and taking into account hat, from [20, Theorem 7.4.1, p. 129], we have 
~ = ~{0}:  , ze~ D ~(0  , 
then, Re(z) > 0 for all z E a(~JDJi) ~ {0}, and consequently, e sv2a(-M) _< 1. Hence, 
r -1  
max e -sv2M < Z ((xg/4to)IIMllv~) ~ 
0<s<l  --  n [  
n=0 
(27) 
Substituting (27) in (26) one gets 
I l u (x , t )  - Uq(X , t ) l [  ~ - -  
2 r fxl2v~ 
x/~ (q+l ) !  v~B ao 
r - -1 E ((x2/4t°) [IMIIv~7)n 
n! dv 
n=O 
r (4  ) 
-< 2V '~ (q-71)! \4to IIMll 
v2M) q+l 
q-t-1 r - -1  E ((x2/4t°) [[M[]v/~)n 
n! 
n=0 
(2s)  
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Let us introduce the number A defined by 
rz°~ ~B 
then (28) takes the form 
r -1  
((x2/4t°) [IMHx/7)~ (29) 
n! ' 
liu(x,t) - Uq(X,t)l] < A ((x~/4to) IIMll) q+l 
- (q+l ) !  ' 
and [lu(x,t) - Uq(X,t)H < e, uniformly for (x,t) • D(xo, to), if q is chosen so that 
((z~/4to) IIMll) q+~ c < ~.  (30) 
(q + 1)! 
Summarizing and computing integral expression (25), the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 5. With the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 4, let u(x, t) be the exact solution 
of problem (1)-(3) defined by (24). Let us suppose that Re(z) > 0 for all z • (7(cD.4) ,~ {0}.  
Given to,xo > O, D(xo,to) = {(x,t); 0 < x < x0, t _> to > 0} and an admissible rror e > 0, ifqo 
is the first nonnegative satisfying (30) where A is given by (29), then 
Nu(x,t) - uq(x,t)H < e, Y(x,t) • D(xo,to), 
and Uq(X, t) is given by 
Uq(X,t) = ~ k=0 k!(2k + 1) \~-~]  ] B, t > 0, 
0, t = 0, 
where M = (ODA) D. 
4. ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, a pseudocode algorithm in order to implement Mathematica code [28] for 
computing the numerical-analytical so ution with a prefixed accuracy is proposed. Furthermore, 
an illustrative xample is included. 
4.1. Algorithm 
The data input of this algorithm are C, A, B, x0, to, and e, with C singular. 
Step 1. Find A E C such that AC + A 2 is invertible. Then, the singular problem (14) is 
tractable. 
Step 2. Compute C = (AC + A2)-1C, A = I - )~C, and ~D. 
Step 3. Check that (I - cCD)B = O. Then, B is a consistent initial vector of singular 
problem (14). 
Step 4. Check that Re(z) > 0 for all z • a(CDA) ,.~ {0}. 
Step 5. Compute M = (~D~)D and ~.  
Step 0. Compute A as in (29). 
Step 7. Compute the first nonnegative integer q0 that satisfies (30). 
Step 8. Compute, for (x,t) E D(xo, to), 
Uqo(X,t ) = ~ Lk=0 k!(2k+ 1) B, t > 0, 
O, t =0.  
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4.2. Mathematica Code 1 
4.2.1. Aux i l i a ry  funct ions  
1V[ATRIX AND VECTOR 2-NORM. 
n2 [mat_] : =Sqrt  [Apply [P lus ,  F la t ten  [mat ^  2] ] ] 
n2V[vec_] := Sqrt  [App ly [P lus ,  vec^2]]  
DRAZIN INVERSE. This code for computing the Drazin inverse has been implemented following 
the algorithm that  appears in [20, p. 134]. 
Drazin [mA_] : =Module [{n=Dimensions [mA] [ [I] ] , b, S, j, u}, 
Array[S,n-l,O] ; 
S [01 =IdentityMatr ix [hi ; 
Array [b,n,O] ; 
For [j=O, j <=n, j++,b [j] =0] ; 
For [j =l,UnsameQ [Chop [n2 [S [j-l] ] ] , 01 , j ++, u=mA. S [j-l] ; 
b [n-j] = (-i/j) *Sum [u [ [i, i] ], {i ,n}] ; 
S [j ] =u+b [n-j] * IdentityMatrix [hi ; 
1; 
For [j =0, j <=n, j ++, If [UnsameQ [Chop [b [j ] ] , 01 ,u=j ; j =n] ] ; 
Return [ (-I/b [u] ) ^ (u+l) *MatrixPower [mA,u] . MatrixPower [S [n-u-l] , u+l] ] 
] 
4.2.2. Ma in  procedure  
OBTAINING DATA FOR COMPUTING Uqo(X ,t). 
Semi in f  i t  eCoupled [mC_,mA2_, mB_, x0_, tO_, eps i lon_]  : = 
Module [{r=Dimensions [mC] [ [11 ] ,  lambda, var ,  Chat ,  Ahat,  
ChatD,mM,halfmN, de l ta ,  q=l},  
P r in t [ '  'STEP 1 ' ' ] ;  
I f  [UnsameQ [Det [me] , 0] ,Return  [ '  ' Th i s  i s  not  a s ingu lar  prob lem.  END. ' ' ]  ] ; 
I f  [UnsameQ [Det [mA2] , 0] , 
l ambda=0;Pr in t [  ' 'A^2 i s  nons ingu lar .  We take  lambda=0' ' ] ,  
lambda=Input  [ ' ' Input  the  va lue  of lambda'  1 ; 
While [Det [lambda*mC+mA2] ==0, lambda=Input  [ ' ' Input  the  va lue  of lambda'  ]  ] ] ; 
P r in t  [ '  ' lambda = ' ' ,  lambda] ;
var=Inverse  [lambda*mC+mA2] ; 
P r in t [ '  'STEP 2 ' ' ] ;  
Chat=var .  mC ; 
Ahat=Ident  i tyMat r ix  Jr] - lambda*Chat  ; 
ChatD=Drazin [Chat] ; 
P r in t [ ' 'STEP  3 ' '1 ;  
var=Ident  i tyMat r ix  [r] -Chat .  Chard ; 
If [UnsameQ [n2V [var. mB] , O] , 
Return[' 'The vector B is NOT consistent. END.''], 
Pr int[ ' 'The vector B is consistent.' ']]; 
Print[' 'STEP 4''] ; 
var=ChatD. Ahat ; 
If [Min [Re [Complement [Union [Eigenvalues [var] ] , {0}] ] ] <=0, 
Return[' 'Ke(z)<=O for some z in the specZrum of C_hat_Drazin.A_hat. 
END. ' '] , 
1A~athematica code can be obtained from rjvillan©mat .upv. es. 
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Print[' 'Re(z)>0 for all z in the spectrum of C_hat_Drazin.A_hat' '] 
Print[' 'STEP 5" ] ;  
mM=Drazin [var] ; 
halfmM=MatrixPower [mM, 1/2] ; 
Print[' 'STEP 6" ] ;  
delta= (r.x0 ^ 2) *n2V [halfmM. mB] / (2*Sqrt [Pi*t0] ) 
*Sum [ ( (x0" 2/4.t0) *n2 [mM] *Sqrt [r] ) ^n/n! , {n, 0, r-1 }] ; 
Print[' 'STEP 7'']; 
var=epsilon/delta; 
While [ ( (x0 ^2/4.t0) *n2 [raM] )" (q+l) / (q+l) ! >var, q=q+l] ; 
Print[' 'STEP 8'']; 
Return [ {q, raM, halfmM, mB, r }] 
] 
COMPUTING Uqo (X, t). 
d=Semiinf it eCoupled [mC ,mA2 ,mB, x0, tO, epsilon] ; 
u[x_,t_,d_] := 
(IdentityMatrix [d [ [5] ] ] - (2/Sqrt [Pi] ) * 
Sum [ (-I) ^k/(k! (2k+l)) * (x/2*Sqrt [t] ) "(2k+l) *MatrixPower [d [ [2] ] , k] , 
{k,0,d[[l]] }] .d[[3]]).d[[4] ] 
4.3. Example  
Let us consider problem (1)-(3), where 
[ili] [!] C = 1 , A s = 2 1 , B = . 
1 -2  1 
Let us take xo = to = 1 and e = 10 -s. So we have the following. 
Step 1. A s is nonsingular and we can take )~ = 0. 
Step 2. 
C= 33  , A= 1 , CD= 
6 6 0 
Step 3. ( I  - cCD)B  = 0, where 
I - ~m ---- 1 
0 
1 1 
1--~3 1-63 ! ] 
- -  _ _  + 
16 16 
3 3 
2 2 
Step 4. ~D~ = ~D, a(~D~) = {0, 1/4, 1}, and Re(l/4) > 0, Re(l) > 0. 
M= 3 , vZ-M = 
6 
Step 5. i ] 
770 
3 3 
77 
2 2 
]; 
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Step 6. A = 3(311/32 + 3v /~/4) /2v  ~ ~ 11.7588. 
Step 7. q = 10. 
Step 8. For (x, t) E D(1, 1), [[: 
ulo(x, t) = f(x, t) 
O, 
, t>O,  
t=0,  
where 
2 P/2x3 ts/2x tT/2z T tg/2x 9 
f(x,t) = -1  + ~ ~'~ 2~ + 32~ 537------6 + 11059----~ 
t l l /2x l l  t13/2X13 t15/2X15 tlT/2x17 
- - +  + 
2703360 76677120 2477260800 89841991680 
t19/2X19 t21/2X21 "~ 
- 3614818959360 + 1598~9600 - '1304372 / 
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